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Mozambique says 
Eurobond 
restructuring a 
relief for budget
MAPUTO: Mozambique’s agreement with the bulk
of its creditors to restructure a $726.5 million Eu-
robond has good terms and conditions and was “a
relief for the budget”, Finance Minister Adriano
Maleiane said yesterday. Mozambique, which has
missed several repayments, said on Tuesday it had
struck an agreement with the bulk of its creditors to
restructure the Eurobond, including extending ma-
turities and sharing future revenue from offshore
gas projects. Under the deal, Mozambique would
issue a new $900 million Eurobond maturing in
2033 with a coupon of 5.875 percent - just over half
what the current outstanding bond was designed to
pay in interest.

“It’s a relief for the budget until the time we get
additional revenue,” Maleiane told a business
conference in Maputo. Speaking to Reuters on the
sidelines of the conference, the minister said: “The
commercial terms we reached with the four mem-

bers of bondholders ...I think it’s good terms and
conditions.”

The four creditors who had agreed in principle
to the restructuring controlled around 60 percent
of the 2023 bond. Support from creditors holding
75 percent of the bond will be needed to activate
collective action clauses. Maleiane could not com-
ment on whether he was confident he would get the
support needed to seal the deal. “I can’t say any-
thing on behalf the fifth group, but I think they are
now interacting and digesting the proposal and they
will come up with something before or at the meet-
ing we have to convene in the first quarter of 2019.”

Maleiane also said Mozambique was still in dis-
cussion with creditors over a $535 million loan to
Mozambique Asset Management (MAM) and a
$622 million facility for ProIndicus, a state-owned
maritime security company.

“We haven’t reached any agreement on kind of
instruments or timeframes,” he said referring to talks
over restructuring the two loans.

A group of syndicated loan members who lent
money to ProIndicus were looking for a similar re-
structuring deal that has been agreed with Eu-
robond holders, a spokesman for the lenders said
on Wednesday. Maleiane reiterated that it was a pri-
ority for markets to trust Mozambique, which has
been battling to recover from a debt crisis, two
years after it acknowledged $1.4 billion of previ-
ously undisclosed lending. —Reuters

BRUSSELS: Eurozone growth is expected to
slow in the coming years as the bloc faces risks
from US economic policies, Britain’s unclear
divorce terms from the EU and free-spending
plans in high-debt members, like Italy, the EU
Commission said.

In its quarterly economic forecasts released
yesterday, the EU executive revised down its
growth estimates for the euro zone next year
and predicted a protracted slowdown until
2020, the last year for which forecasts are
available. The revision, although expected,
might complicate the European Central Bank’s
plans to wind down its stimulus program this
year, but in more positive news for the ECB the
Commission forecast higher inflation of 1.8
percent this year and next in the bloc. The ECB
targets a rate close to 2 percent.

Under the forecasts, the eurozone will grow
2.1 percent this year after a 2.4 percent expan-
sion in 2017. The slowdown will continue next
year when growth is expected at 1.9 percent,
slightly below the previous estimate of 2.0 per-
cent. Although all eurozone states are ex-
pected to continue growing, in 2020 the bloc’s
economy will further reduce the pace of its ex-
pansion to 1.7 percent, the Commission said in
its first estimates for that year.

Germany, the bloc’s largest economy, is ex-
pected to expand by 1.7 percent this year after
2.2 percent growth in 2017, the Commission
said, revising down its earlier estimate of 1.9
percent. Next year German growth will be 1.8

percent instead of 1.9 percent. It will go back
to 1.7 percent in 2020.

Growth forecasts were revised down also
for France and Italy, the second- and third-
largest economies in the euro zone, with Italy
remaining the worst performer in the common
currency area, with forecast growth of just 1.1
percent this year, 1.2 percent next year and 1.3
percent in 2020. Italy’s weak growth is partially
matched only by Britain, which is not a member
of the euro zone and will leave the EU in March.
The British economy is estimated to expand by
1.3 percent this year and by 1.2 percent next, in
line with previous forecasts. In 2020 growth is
expected to remain at 1.2 percent.

Risks
Projections on British growth are based on

“a purely technical assumption” given the un-
certain outcome of the Brexit negotiations, the
Commission said. The EU overall is forecast to
grow 2.1 percent this year, 1.9 percent next,
and 1.8 percent in 2020. Brexit is one of the
risks for the eurozone and the EU economy
that could worsen the forecasts. The other
main sources of uncertainties come from the
United States and Italy, according to the Com-
mission’s analysis.

“The balance of risks to the growth outlook
is clearly tilted to the downside,” economic af-
fairs commissioner Pierre Moscovici told a
news conference saying that negative effects
from external and domestic risks “cast shad-

ows” on the European economy.
Overheating of the US economy fuelled by

“pro-cyclical fiscal stimulus” could lead to in-
terest rates rising faster than expected, which
would have numerous negative “spillover ef-
fects” beyond the United States, the Commis-
sion said, also warning of risks from trade
tensions caused by the policies of the Trump
administration and China’s large exports to the
United States.

The other risk is Italy, whose eurosceptic

government is pursuing free-spending policies
despite its high debt, which is estimated to re-
main stable at around 130 percent of gross do-
mestic product until 2020, instead of
significantly decreasing as required by EU fis-
cal rules. “Doubts about the quality and sus-
tainability of public finances in highly indebted
Member States could spill over to domestic
banking sectors, raising financial stability con-
cerns and weighing on economic activity,” the
Commission said.  —Reuters

EU says eurozone growth to slow 
amid risks from US, Italy, Brexit

Italy, Britain remain worst performers in EU

MAUBEEUGE: French President Emmanuel Macron (left) listens to Renault CEO Carlos Ghosn during a visit of
the Renault factory in Maubeuge northeastern France yesterday. —AFP

IMF fears possible 
Italy ‘contagion’ to 
weaker EU economies
COPENHAGEN: The International Monetary Fund
(IMF) said yesterday it feared the consequences of
a possible “contagion” of Italy’s economic woes to
European countries with “weaker macroeconomic
fundamentals.” Noting the “four-year high” in Italian
sovereign bond yields, the IMF said “spillovers to
other markets have been fairly contained.”

“But there is appreciable uncertainty, and
contagion from future stress could be notable,
especially for economies with weaker macroeco-
nomic fundamentals and limited policy buffers,”
the IMF said in its autumn forecast for Europe.
Italy is under massive pressure since the Euro-
pean Commission on October 23 rejected its
2019 budget in a historic move, giving the ruling
populist coalition in Rome until November 13 to
present changes. Failing that, Brussels could put
Italy into something called the “excess deficit
procedure”, a complicated process that could
eventually lead to a fine of 0.2 percent of the
country’s GDP.

The Italian government-a coalition of the far-
right League and the anti-establishment Five
Star Movement-plans to run a public deficit of
2.4 percent of GDP, three times the target of its
centre-left predecessor. The coalition’s 2019
budget is based on an estimate of annual growth

of 1.5 percent-a figure considered optimistic by
the IMF, which has forecast only one percent,
and the Commission, which expects 1.2 percent.

Italian leaders insist the low growth rate is all
the more reason to kickstart the economy through
a spending spree, but Brussels fears the rising
deficit could further feed Italy’s exploding debt.
Italy already owes 2.3 trillion euros ($2.6 trillion),
a sum equivalent to 131 percent of its GDP. Even
if Brussels fails to punish Rome, many assume the
markets will. Italy, as well as Turkey the IMF
noted, “should prioritize measures that reduce fis-
cal deficits toward their medium-term targets and
lower debt.” —AFP

SINGAPORE: Managing Director of the International Mon-
etary Fund Christine Lagarde speaks during the
Bloomberg New Economy Forum in Singapore on
Wednesday. —AFP


